
As you all know, this will be my last newsletter message before I move to the sunny uplands of 
semi-retirement. It is also sadly, Heather’s last time of producing and editing this termly testa-
ment for 18 years. We are all very appreciative of all the hard work that Heather has done with 
pupils, families and colleagues over the years, and she will be missed. I 
am sure that you would like to join me in wishing her the best of success 
in all her future endeavours. The contents of this newsletter are a vivid 
reminder of all we will both miss but also a pointer to the great potential 
for Southover to continue growing and excelling in the future.  It has 
been a privilege to lead such an amazing school and I will sorely miss 
working with such a great group of staff and students. The heart of 
Southover is, of course, the children. Their boundless energy, enthusi-
asm, smiles, humour and achievements has made this job so rewarding. 
It has given me pleasure to see the children at Southover growing and 
developing into such confident, successful and happy learners. I am de-
lighted to tell you that the trustees have been successful in appointing an 
executive head teacher (Merushka Hansraj) to succeed me on my retirement at the end of the 
academic year. She has been visiting us during this half term to learn about Southover and meet 
staff as part of the induction process.  My experience of working with Merushka, as well as her 
extensive skills and experience fill me with confidence that I am leaving the organisation in more 
than capable hands at a time when Soutrhover is about to move into an exciting new phase of 
development.  We have also succeeded in appointing a head of school (Jonathan Harper) to 
succeed Heather and, as with Merushka, I believe Jonathan will continue the great work that 
Heather has done and lead the site to new heights. I would also like to take this opportunity to 
say a really big thank you to everyone in the Southover family for your  support, kind words and 
encouragement, during my time as Headteacher – they have been  much appreciated.   
I wish you all the very best for a bright and prosperous future. 

After 19 years of producing and editing our Southover Termly Times 
school newsletter, this will sadly be my last edition.  I can’t believe how 
time flies!  It only seems like 5 minutes ago when Carol Frankl, our chair 
of Trustees invited me to come and teach a couple of art lessons at Hut-
ton Grove.  I had already spent 20 years in Art education before her 
phone call, teaching at schools in Hertfordshire and Barnet.  I was work-
ing as an Art Education consultant for a national millennium arts festival 
at that point but thought why not.  My youngest daughter was 4 and at 
nursery school – she is now a graduate, in the world of work and 22!  I 
have worked with some amazing people at Southover and seen it trans-
form and grow over the years.  We rightly achieved Outstanding for 3 
categories at our last Ofsted under the inspirational leadership of Dayo.  
I will be very sad to leave my fantastic colleagues at Hutton Grove who have been so support-
ive, hardworking and dedicated to educating our young people.  Thank you to our students for 
being so wonderful and resilient; for overcoming adversity, for making us laugh, cry and tear 
our hair out!!  It has been a privilege to be part of your journey and all the more worthwhile 
when we hear about your successes.  This newsletter is a true reflection of the breadth of the 
work at Southover and a cause for celebration in all that we have achieved together these past 
18 months through the pandemic.  I will miss my Southover family so stay in touch and I wish 
each and every one of you all the very best for the new academic year.   Heather Ellis, Head of 
School, Hutton Grove site. 
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HELLO TO NEW FACES 

This term we have welcomed students Louie and James to SPS.  
At Hutton Grove we have said hello to new member of staff Louis.  
At Kingsbury we have welcomed new member of staff Louise. 

GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR NEXT STEPS 

We say goodbye  and wish good luck to the following students who are leaving us for the next 
steps of the education journey: From SPS, Ahmed is going to do a degree in Business Manage-
ment at university, Gianluca is going to the Chickenshed to do a Level 3 in Performing Arts and 
Tom is going to do a LIFE course at Oaklands college, Melissa from Hutton Grove is going to 
study at Barnet and Southgate College for a UAL Diploma in Art and Design. Good luck to the 
following KM students: Yash is moving schools, Andrew  is going to the City of Westminster Col-
lege to do Level 2 Diploma for IT Users and Maki is tarting their Level 3 course in 2D/3D 
Graphics and Coding with the Enemy of Boredom . 
Best wishes to the following members of staff who are moving on with their careers: – Lea, Mat-
thew and Kiki from SPS,  Richie and Ben from Hutton Grove and  Kelly, Nadia and Will from 
Kingsbury. 
We will be sad to say goodbye to Patrick, one of our Senior Teaching Assistants at Hutton 
Grove.  Patrick has worked for the Southover for nearly 10 years.  During his time with us he 
has also taught Music, Photography, Maths, PSHE in addition to being our go to techie for all 
computer related issues and staff Inset Days.  Thanks for all your hard work Patrick.  You will be 
missed.   
 

 

 

Dates for the Diary: 
Autumn Term 2021:  Learning Review Interviews Tuesday 7th 
September. 
Teaching begins Wednesday 8th September. 
Half-Term:  Monday 25th October to Friday   29th October. 
End of Term:  Friday 17th December 

.  

365 Days Lovelier Than Before! 
We hope you celebrated in style.  A Happy Birthday to students  Emile, Frank, 
Aleika, Gianluca, Liam M (Tone, Adam D, Fabian and Tom will be during the 
summer holiday). 

Staff getting older…..Anita, Heather, Marta, Anna, Maria, Natasha, Marta, Geor-
gina, Paula, Jackie, Moya, Esmerelda, Georgia and Ben. 



REVIEW OF CRAZY GOLF BY LEON 

 

I LIKED IT AT CRAZY GOLF BECAUSE WE HAD 
ACTIVITES TO DO.  YOU HAD TO HIT THE BALL 
INTO THE HOLES PLACE THEN MOVE ON TO 
THE NEXT MINI GOLF SETUP. I ENJOYED MY-
SELF BECAUSE I GOT TO HAVE FUN WITH MY 
FRIENDS AND TEACHERS, WE ALL HAD FUN I 
WOULD DEFINETELY RECOMMEND YOU GOING 
THERE WITH YOUR KIDS , WIFE OR FAMILY  

OVERALL I RATE THIS EXPERIENCE A 10. 

News from the Manor…. 



News from the Manor... 

What I have learned in ICT: 
by Benji y10 

 
 

 

 

I have learnt 
about Networks 

and their attributes, this includes Layers, Protocols, Topologies and Network 
Types. I have learnt how these are interconnected to create the worldwide 
connectivity we have today and how certain methodologies and techniques are 
better suited in certain situations than others. 
 

I enjoy these lessons because I was given great examples, and everything was 
explained perfectly clearly and coherently and if I had a question it was an-
swered in a way that I could easily understand. I now know the differences 
are between different protocols and topologies and how they play a crucial 
role in modern networking today. 



News From The Gate……... 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Textiles in Art 
Dylan's costume headpiece inspired by one of the characters in ‘5 Nights of 
Freddies’. It has been created using a variety of different materials - wire, 
paint, glue, foam and plastic.  
 

Tone’s jacket, modelled by his keyworker Freddy, was produced by combining 
2 garments bought in the charity shop and using materials found in the textiles 
box.  



News From The Gate……Leaver’s Articles 

My time at this school has been brilliant thanks to all the staff and students who 
have helped me develop academically, and made me form into a more sociable per-
son. I cannot than them enough for this, as with the aid of the patient teachers at 
Southover, I have been able to complete my mandatory education. They have enter-
tained and motivated me throughout the last four school years, and I will be forever 
grateful.   

To all the teachers and students, thank you for the wonderfully eventful last four 
years, and good luck for the future.  

Ahmed Y13 

 

I have enjoyed my time at SPS. My favourite lesson is cookery because it is fun and I 
get to taste all the food. 
I really like playing Bananagrams in my breaks. 
I will miss you all when I leave, but will come back to visit. 
 

Gianluca Y13 

 

My Time At Southover By Tom y14 

 

I hugely regret not talking. I would rather someone say a swear word or make one 
little joke that certain people might take too personally or a few people at school not 
like instead of being quiet and too afraid  to say what they think and not saying any-
thing like I did.  If some people don’t like you or understand you in life  it’s their 
problem  not yours and I recommend never to stop talking like I did because you’re 
letting those people win. 
You don’t have to be afraid that people will dislike you, not take your point of view  
seriously or understand a comment or joke. 
Some of the subjects that I really liked were PE, Cooking and History.  The teachers 
were great because I did have good lessons like PSHE. It was better than the main-
stream school that I went to before. At Southover if you had a bad time or day then 
you have got somewhere to go. You get a few chances when you make mistakes and 
you can go to the garden or play a game if you are struggling. I would like to thank 
all the people that I have met here at Southover that it was not bad and was a posi-
tive time. 
 



Even More News From The Gate…………. 

Southover Chick Diary By Dylan  

Thursday 13th May 2021 

One of the two remaining eggs has a crack in it this morn-
ing, I should know, I'm the one who saw it. Now everyone's 
getting excited because the crack is getting bigger. 

Gemma, from Sweet Tree farm, brought in the eggs on 
Monday. She originally had seven eggs, one for each of the 
seven slots in the incubator. Apparently, she dropped one 
while loading them up, so now we only have two. What 
happened to the others? Well, we were shown how to use 
an egg torch to see if there were chicks inside the eggs by 
looking for an entirely dark egg with an air pocket at the 
bottom and lots of veins. Unfortunately, four had died or 
had stopped developing mid-way through, which has left 
us with only two! 

Now the egg has a sizeable crack in it, we know that at least one is alive. I'll write more tomor-
row. 

Friday 14th May 2021 

The egg with the crack hatched! Apparently, it hap-
pened at 7pm yesterday, about five hours after we 
left. We can't take it out of the incubator though, as 
it needs about two days to dry before we can put it 
in the cage. However, the other one still hasn't 
hatched yet, we're getting worried! The chick that 
hatched keeps snuggling near to the other egg, 
Gemma said that it might mean that it hears sound from inside the egg. Fingers crossed. 

Monday 17th May  

 The chick has dried enough to be moved to the enclosure. We all rushed to stroke it this morn-
ing and watch as its tiny body waddled around its home. It really likes Emma's hair and tries to 
hide inside it. Perhaps it thinks it's straw or hay. The bad news is that the other chick in the egg 
died, so the chick is all alone - at least it has us! 
 



Friday 21st May Chick's name day 

Today we named the chicken! Over the week, Jenny 
has been collecting name suggestions for the chick 
from the staff and pupils. The names were put in a hat 
and selected at the end-of-week assembly. The name 
that won was Lily! Everybody liked that, Ahmed still 
wanted it to be named Nelson Mandela though, to 
symbolise freedom. 

Monday 24th May 

Today was possibly the best art lesson this year! We 
took little Lily, who isn't exactly little (as she grew a lot 
over the weekend), and put her in our art classroom to 
draw! We let her onto the floor and she waddled 
around the room chasing a piece of string and a Ping-

Pong™ ball around. When we scratched the floor with our nails, she came running to us while 
flapping her wings! She climbed all over me and pecked my hair and even my eye (I'm fine). 
After we took lots of pictures, we put her back in her crate and spend time drawing Lily from 
her pictures. Mine had lots of shading and colour. It was a good day.  

Wednesday 26th May 

This morning, I went to see Lily and held her while Em-
ma and Dany cleaned out the enclosure. Lily keeps 
making a mess in her favourite place, the dirt box. A 
week ago, on Thursday during gardening, we got a Tup-
perware box and filled it with earth. She loves to sit 
and roll in it which, as you can imagine, makes quite a 
mess! Before, she would lay down on her side and kick 
at it with one leg, now she just kicks it behind her like a 
dog. She also pecks at it! In the space of two hours, she 
had kicked it in her water and covered the paper cover-
ing in it.  

She was really cold because someone accidently un-
plugged her heater, so she went all night without heat. 
When I looked at Lily, she was huddled under the heat-
er with her little head poking out. 

More News From The Gate…………. 



Even More News From The Gate…………. 

 

 

Acrostic Poem By Omaid Yr 11  

 

Crocodile’s teeth are sharp and dangerous like 
butcher's knives. 

Rough nobly skin like a floating log. 

On top of the water, two eyes as glassy marbles 

searching for prey. 

Carnivores, fill their stomachs with a diet of fish, 

small frogs, insects and small bugs. 

Only dark colours like black, brown and dirty 

green. 

Dangerous jaws like a clamp. 

In rivers they can be found. 

Land animals, however better in water, gliding 

quietly fast and sneakily. 

Everyone should be afraid of them  



 

Extra News From The Gate…………. 
Banksy exhibition    
Jack Y10 and Tone Y11 went to the Art of Banksy exhibition as part of their GCSE photography 
course. Here are a few pictures from the day.. 

Banksy Exhibition  
 

The Art of Banksy is an exhibition about a famous British graffiti artist and his controversial work 
through the years. The exhibition itself is in Covent Garden and could go unnoticed unless it was 
a planned trip. The exhibition started earlier this month and will continue until November 2021.  
 

The Artwork  
 

Most of Banksy's artwork is there and most of the variations too. His artwork gets more and 
more controversial the further you go into the exhibition. For instance, one image is of a group 
of chimpanzees debating in parliament, illustrating how badly this country is run 

 

Views on the Artwork 
 

My personal opinion on the collection is that it is very controversial, addressing nearly every con-
troversial issue to date.. Certain pieces of art made me really think about the corruption in this 
world.   
  

My Overall Opinion 

  

I think if you get the chance you should go. It really makes you think about things you would 
never normally question. Some aspects of his art work is more comedy than controversial top-
ics but most of it really queries about war, poverty and icons. Overall, I think it is a must 
go to, and is very enjoyable and there is also a gift shop which is outside of the main exhibition 
and is optional.  
 

Jack Yr 10 

 



 

Final News From The Gate…………. 

This term in Craft Club led by Emma, students ‘upcycled’ a bed frame and some re-
claimed wood to create a lovely wooden bench. Every student and staff member used 
pyrography to add their name and Tone (Yr 11) made sure to put Dayo’s on to so ‘he 
will be remembered forever’. Ahmed (Yr 13) and Tone screwed the bench together and 
added the final coats of varnish. The bench is placed just outside our kitchen and had 
become our favourite place to sit and have lunch. 



Euro 2020 Final - England vs Italy  Adam D Yr 8 

 

  

Yesterday, I watched the euro final England vs Italy at home with my family. The atmosphere 
was intense, adrenaline was rushing through my body with excitement. England scoring in the 
first 2 minutes was out of the blue and astonishing - my sister screamed with excitement! At 
this point, I stopped playing on the PlayStation and gave the match my full attention.  
  

Italy scored in the 67th minute and refused to back down. Chiellini grabbed Saka's collar 
which should have been a red card in many people's opinion  

  

If Jadon Sancho had scored in penalties, the score would have been 3-3 and it would 
have gone into sudden death penalties.  
  

Hopefully, England wins the World Cup next year! 

Southgate Sports Jounalists………. 
Reporting on the Euros 

England v Italy Euro Final 2020 Dylan Y 11 

 

  

On the night of the final, I was making an animation for a level editor competition while my dad 
was watching the football. When I finished my animating, I went into the TV room, where 
my parents were watching the match, just in time for the penalties.   
 

All I really remember, was England missing twice and us saving a goal, then us losing. When England saved 
the second to last goal my dad was screaming and jumping up and down with excitement! My mum doesn't 
really care much for the game though. My dad didn't know what to do when England lost, he just sat there. 
Then I went to bed.   
 

All in all, I didn't really mind the result as it isn't really my thing. Watching people who specialise in kicking a 
rubber ball around a square of grass doesn't interest me much.  



Disappointment in Euros 2020 Jack Yr 10  
 

  

I watched the final in my room with my sister and her friend. When it was time for kick off, the at-
mosphere was electric, our eyes were glued to the screen. We were all frantically cheering the team 
on, when suddenly Shaw scored the first goal within two minutes of kick off. At that moment, 
my whole area erupted into a scream of excitement.   
 

After the first goal, things seemed to calm down until it came to half-time. After half-time, we bat-
tled it out with Italy until they scored, making it 1-1. Extra time showed how tired both teams were 
and just how dirty Italy were actually playing.   
 

Then it came to penalties. We scored the first two, but things took a turn for the worst and Ita-
ly ended up scoring three. The atmosphere sank like the Titanic. Everyone’s vibrant energy shat-
tered like broken glass. Wails of disappointment spread across the country.  

Southgate Sports Journalists………. 
Reporting on the Euros 

Euros Final 2021 Louie Yr 9  

 

 

The final between England v Italy was very intense and nail biting. England scored an early goal 
at only 1 minute and 57 seconds into the game, that set a new record in the Euros. From 
there on in,  England dominated the first half, kept possession and played well.   
 

The second half was slow with Italy in possession most of the time and scoring at the 60th minute. 
From there, everyone was cheering England on to score another goal but it did 
not happen. It went to extra time where not a lot happened. England and Ita-
ly were just passing the ball trying to keep possession with very few chances created.  
 

During penalties things got intense and everyone fell silent.   
Kane scored a penalty then McGuire- both penalties were great. Pickford made a brilliant 
save! England was up by 2 to 1 but from there on it went downhill. England did not score the next 
3 penalties. Personally, I feel Gareth Southgate made a bad selection of players to take 
the penalties.  
 

Firstly, he should not have chosen Saka to take the last penalty. Also, he 
should not have selected two players (Rashford and Sancho) who hadn't touched the 
ball throughout the game. The manager, in my opinion, was the cause of England los-
ing; he simply chose the wrong players to take the penalties. He should have chosen more experi-
enced players like Henderson, who has won multiple cups and had a lot of experience. Southgate 
should not have expected an inexperienced 19-year-old to take such a crucial penalty. Now the na-
tion is disappointed and upset.  
 

Hopefully, England will win in the world cup next year and come back 
stronger.       
 

 



Omid’s science experiment – Energy in food 

We were trying to find out what food had the most energy. 
We tested popcorn, crisps, bread, rice cakes. 
We measured water in to the test tube, then we took the temperature of 
the water at the beginning. 
We set the food on fire and then held the food under the tube of water. 
We took the temperature of the water at the end. 
We found that the crisps made the temperature of the water increase the 
most. This means that the crisps had the most energy. 
Omid Yr 11 

 

 

Final News From The Gate…………. 



Final News From The Gate…………. 

Smooth skin like cold glass . 

Never touch a snake as it 
hides fangs as sharp as knives.  

As it slithers across the ground looking like 
its gliding. 

Killer snakes hissing like a hot boiling 
kettle. 

Every colour even green yellow and red 
can be found on some snakes skin. 

Sneaky, slithering, smooth, slippery 
snakes. 
By Liam Yr 10  



News from the Hut……. 
BNI Sunrise – Fundraising for Southover 

I am a tutor on the Hutton Grove site, and outside of school I am also a member of BNI with my 
travel business. BNI (Business Networking International) is a worldwide organisation that brings 
together local businesses to share work and knowledge within their communities.  I meet weekly 
before school, at 6am, to network with other small businesses. 
An important part of BNI’s ethos is to give back to the local communities that help to make busi-
nesses what they are. Last April, as newly elected president of the BNI Sunrise chapter, I nomi-
nated the Southover Partnership to be the recipient of any fundraising efforts for the year.  
Dayo visited our group and explained the amazing work that happens at our school. This really 
inspired our members to want to contribute. Throughout the lockdown, we as a chapter worked 
hard to put together fundraising initiatives. Through these enterprises, and some wonderful gen-
erosity from members too, BNI Sunrise raised over £1500 for Southover. It made all those early 
starts and Zoom meetings worth it!  
We were thrilled to welcome BNI Sunrise’s Vice President, Matt Hume, to join me for the presen-
tation of the cheque on the 16th June 2021. Now to put the money to good use!  We are plan-
ning on investing in some garden furniture for the school sites. 
Emily, Tutor 
Cheque presentation by Matt and Emily from BNI to pupils Aleika y11 and Frank y12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



World Book Day 

March 2nd 2017 

 

World Book Day is a celebration! It is a celebration of authors, books and (most importantly) it is a 
celebration of reading. In fact it is the biggest celebration of its kind, designated by UNESCO, a 
worldwide celebration of books and reading, marked in over 100 countries all over the world. 

This is the 20th Year there’s been a World Book Day; Southover students and staff marked the oc-
casion by dressing as their favourite book character or author. An array of characters were on dis-
play. At Hutton Grove we had: Harry Potter (Kayla), Rambo (Rhys), Alice in Wonderland, Portrait of 
a lady, the Queen of Hearts, Virginia Wolf, the Mad Hatter, a witch from Harry Potter and the 
Handmaiden’s Tale. 

At lunchtime, we all joined in with our annual World Book Day Quiz, which included a wide range 
of questions from Game of Thrones to Les Miserables. Sam was the overall winner at Hutton 
Grove with the partnership of Zuriel and Stacey taking first place at Southgate. 

All students received a voucher they could exchange for a book at any bookshop! 

Even More News From The Hut……. 

Celebrating diversity.  Poster by Elkie y8 and Tiay7.  Poster created in PSHE 
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Even More News From The Hut……. 

Tia y7 created these interesting PRIDE flags for our display at Hutton Grove. 
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Aleika’s Fox Research 

 

Newborn foxes are blind, deaf, dark-grey in colour and weigh about 120g 

Their eyes open after 14 days. 
Fox cubs are dependant on their mother’s milk for the first four or five 
weeks. 
Foxes are omnivorous and eat small mammals, birds, eggs, insects, fish, 
crabs, worms, reptiles, mollusks and fruits…. 
They also like chocolate biscuits (we discovered!) But these are not good 
for them. 

The foxes living in the flower beds at Hutton Grove have had cubs.  Aptly named by 
Liam, ‘South’ and ‘Over’ had at least 3 cubs and we were able to see mum and dad 
carry them by the scruff of their necks to their den. Here is one of the cubs sun-
bathing amongst the shrubbery.  Any suggestions for names? 
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Even More News From The Hut……. 

 

Melissa’s leaving article  
 

 

My name is Melissa, I am 19 years old and I’ve been in this 
school for 3 years. When I first started I was quite nervous 
and shy but now I feel like a different person.  I feel this 
school has helped me grow in many ways and I’m grateful. 
During my time at Southover I’ve met some nice, interesting people. I’ve had 3 keyworkers, they 
were: Anahita, Georgia and Zoe. They have been really good keyworkers to me. 
While being here for the last year I’ve been going to work experience every Tuesday at a flower shop 
called The Flower Bank and I’ve gained a lot of knowledge on how to do flower arrangements, flower 
bouquets, window displays and developed skills regarding working with others. I really enjoyed being 
there.  
My favourite lessons have been English, Hair and Beauty, Art and Textiles because they are all crea-
tive and expressive. I liked these lessons a lot. I have created many good memories while at 
Southover - there are too many to list. 
I’ve been on a lot of trips whilst I’ve been here and some of them were fashion exhibitions, trips to 
Camden, the zoo and the theatre. I think my favourite one was the Christion Dior exhibition as they 
had amazing dresses on display. My other favourite trip would have to be the zoo because I love ani-
mals a lot. 
I feel happy but at the same time I do feel a bit sad about leaving Southover; I’ve been here for a 
couple of years and I have made strong bonds with some students and teachers. 
I feel like attending school in general has felt like being in a loop so I’m happy that I’m moving on to 
college to do what I like to do (art).  I hope to do something creative in my future and help people 
who have mental health issues. Being a student at this school was really nice. 

 

An inspirational quote:  Life is a Journey, not a race.  
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A Wonderful shop     Written by Work Experience student Melissa y14  

The Flower Bank is an award-winning social en-
terprise that wants to change the community 
for the better. The goal is to lessen waste in the 
flower industry by taking flowers that are dying 
and bringing them back to life then arranging 
them beautifully. 
The owner and founder of the flower bank is 
Ursula Stone. She is friendly, bubbly and is real-
ly passionate about flowers and plants. She is 
funny and she also has a tasteful love for twigs 
and always insists they have to be in the flower 
arrangements! When she adds the twigs into 
arrangements they instantly look quirkier and 
more personal.  
She is really talented with flowers and knows 
which flowers go well together, from their col-
ours to their heights. The way Ursula likes ar-
ranging flowers at different levels is really stun-
ning. She is also creative, for example covering 
an anchor with flowers for a funeral. 

The Flower Bank works with volunteers who 
want to help and learn about floristry, they al-
so work with young offenders to donate repur-
posed flowers to care homes and other organi-
sations. In the shop they sell many pretty flow-
ers and plants and they also make flower ar-
rangements for funerals and weddings. She 
also has an outdoor garden where all the 
plants are growing and some graffiti art on the 
walls. She also does classes for the elderly and 
some people with mental health needs which I 
think is really kind of her to do. 
Some things that I have learnt in the flower 
bank are: making a bouquet, how to do flower 
arrangements, making crafts for sales, design-
ing window displays, learning how to make 
wreaths and learning useful tips. 
Ursula also does flower bombing which means 
she makes flower bouquets and places them 
outside in areas for people to find to cheer 
them up, as flowers do make people happy. I 
think this is really thoughtful of her.  



World Book Day 

March 2nd 2017 

 

World Book Day is a celebration! It is a celebration of authors, books and (most importantly) it is a 
celebration of reading. In fact it is the biggest celebration of its kind, designated by UNESCO, a 
worldwide celebration of books and reading, marked in over 100 countries all over the world. 

This is the 20th Year there’s been a World Book Day; Southover students and staff marked the oc-
casion by dressing as their favourite book character or author. An array of characters were on dis-
play. At Hutton Grove we had: Harry Potter (Kayla), Rambo (Rhys), Alice in Wonderland, Portrait of 
a lady, the Queen of Hearts, Virginia Wolf, the Mad Hatter, a witch from Harry Potter and the 
Handmaiden’s Tale. 

At lunchtime, we all joined in with our annual World Book Day Quiz, which included a wide range 
of questions from Game of Thrones to Les Miserables. Sam was the overall winner at Hutton 
Grove with the partnership of Zuriel and Stacey taking first place at Southgate. 

All students received a voucher they could exchange for a book at any bookshop! 

SOUTHOVER ACTIVITIES DAYS 

 

Paradise Park 

On Thursday the 8th of July everyone went to Paradise Park in Hertfordshire. We arrived at the 
park at 10:30am. We walked through the dinosaur exhibit - it felt like we were in Jurassic Park! 
Then we walked to the lions - one was sleeping in front of the glass and both lionesses were sun 
bathing amidst the rocks. Then we went to the reptiles and we saw some huge snakes, a terrifying 
tarantula and an orange poisonous frog.  Lastly, we had lunch and then quickly looked at the snow 
leopards - they looked so majestic in the sun light. The day was very enjoyable and a great experi-
ence! 

Written by Taylor  y8    

A selection of stu-
dents from all 
three sites had 
trips to Paradise 
Wildlife Park in 
Broxbourne. 



World Book Day 

March 2nd 2017 

 

World Book Day is a celebration! It is a celebration of authors, books and (most importantly) it is a 
celebration of reading. In fact it is the biggest celebration of its kind, designated by UNESCO, a 
worldwide celebration of books and reading, marked in over 100 countries all over the world. 

This is the 20th Year there’s been a World Book Day; Southover students and staff marked the oc-
casion by dressing as their favourite book character or author. An array of characters were on dis-
play. At Hutton Grove we had: Harry Potter (Kayla), Rambo (Rhys), Alice in Wonderland, Portrait of 
a lady, the Queen of Hearts, Virginia Wolf, the Mad Hatter, a witch from Harry Potter and the 
Handmaiden’s Tale. 

At lunchtime, we all joined in with our annual World Book Day Quiz, which included a wide range 
of questions from Game of Thrones to Les Miserables. Sam was the overall winner at Hutton 
Grove with the partnership of Zuriel and Stacey taking first place at Southgate. 

All students received a voucher they could exchange for a book at any bookshop! 

SOUTHOVER ACTIVITIES DAYS 

 

Tia y7 and Elkie y8 had a trip to the Flowerbank, a zero waste florists.  They made delicious look-
ing flower cakes that would make a fine table centrepiece for afternoon tea. 

Emile, Fabian and Liam all tried their hand at Crazy Golf at the  Jungle Fall Adventure Golf in 
Oakwood.  Rory Mcllroy watch out. 



SOUTHOVER ACTIVITIES DAYS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of our students and 
staff went to the London Mo-
saic workshop and created 
these amazing leaf mosaics. 



SOUTHOVER ACTIVITIES DAYS 

Tom’s Day Trip To Canary Warf Museum with David and Pedro 

Tom attempting to lift the 
barrel by rotating the wheel 

WHEN THE BEATLES VISITED 
THE MUSEUM 



 

SOUTHOVER ACTIVITIES DAYS 

Dylan y11, George y12 and Yassim y13 had a 
great time at Madame Tussauds wax works mu-
seum in Baker Street. 



SOUTHOVER ART COMPETITION 

THEME: ‘FREEDOM’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Casey y8 

By Jack y10 

WINNER KS4  
PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Tyler y7 

By Elkie y8 



SOUTHOVER ART COMPETITION 

THEME: ‘FREEDOM’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Tia y7 

By Melissa y14 

Winner KS4 

In the Mountains by Louie y9 

On the 
Beach by 
Tone y11 



 

As the term and year wound to a close, the annual Sports Day took place. Both groups – KS3 and KS4 – were absolutely 
superb, the weather didn’t disappoint and some would say it was the best one yet! There were 5 events for both groups, 
with the likes of the classic Sack Race, a variation of the Egg and Spoon, a Long Throw contest plus the showpiece running 
events – the relay and “100m” dash. This meant a whopping 24 medals were available to those who participated. 

The morning saw the girls reign supreme with Elkie, HG, and Taylor, KM, taking 9 of the 24 medals available back with 
them. Honourable mentions should go to Adam and Louis of SPS and Liam from HG for stopping that being a whole lot 
more! The highlight had to be coming together at the end and seeing that every student who participated in 2 events or 
more walked away with a medal for 1st/2nd/3rd place finishes – a Sports Day first!! 

The afternoon saw a lot more variety in the placings, though Tone from SPS was standout in this field with 5 medals from 
5 sports. It underlined SPS’ brilliant efforts as half the medals were won by those students. A Fantastic achievement. Eve-
ry student participated in at least 1 event – which Sports Day is primarily about; being involved and enjoying the challeng-
es. The highlight of the afternoon was the 2nd place finish in the relay for Frank, Stephen and Jack. An all-student team 
comprised of a student from each site – incredible! 

All our PE lessons are about producing great sports people, while showcasing the student’s talent. Sometimes the best 
are those who support others, try in everything they do and are able to shrug off adversity. With that, we award a Sports 
Person of the lesson and Sports Day was no different. George in the morning and James in the afternoon both won the 
Sports Person award, as many staff noted their fantastic attitude and effort throughout their session, with both encom-
passing the values for great sports people. Well done to all involved and a big thank you to everyone for their efforts 
throughout the day.  Thanks to Wenzels and Asda for sponsoring our refreshments this year. 

SOUTHOVER SPORTS DAY 



SOUTHOVER SPORTS DAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



          Subject Awards 2021 

 

ALUMNI NEWS 

Congratulations to former Southover pupil Aaron from our Southgate site who left us 3 
years ago to go to university.  Aaron was awarded a First Class Honours degree in Maths 
from Sussex University. 
Hutton Grove former pupil Sam passed his City & Guilds Motor Vehicle Studies level 2 with 
merits and distinction.  Sam studied at Oaklands College. 
MM, from our Hutton Grove site, passed her first year on a 2 year Level 3 Btec course in Ar-
chitecture and Interior Design.  She will be returning to West Herts college for the second 
year of her studies. 
Congratulations to former Hutton Grove site student Hamish, who was awarded a 2:1 Hon-
ours degree from Kingston University in Cybersecurity and Forensic Technology.   
My Time at Southover to begin with was a last chance saloon as I had been to several different units and special 
needs schools but most schools had failed to deal with my complex needs. Within a few months at Southover, I 
had really started to develop as a person socially and academically. The teachers there were amazing and this 
is where my passion for IT began. Southover  accommodated  my exact needs and at points that could be very 
challenging at times but Southover never gave up. I was able to complete mainstream college following 
Southover and I have now just finished a BSc with Honours in Cyber Security and Computer Forensics. I would 
not imagine being in the place I am, without the hard work and dedication the Southover team put in and the 
tools they gave me that helped me deal with life ahead. 
We are so proud of their achievements and wish them the best of luck for every success in 
the future. 

 

SOUTHOVER NEWS 

Deciding upon the prize winners for 
the subject awards is one of the most 
rewarding jobs for the Heads of 
School.  At the end of every academic 
year we award whole school prizes for 
improvement and achievement in eve-
ry subject.  We look for consistency, 
effort, a positive attitude and an en-
thusiasm for learning.  We receive 
nominations from all three sites and 
after careful consultation choose the 
worthy prize winners. 
Congratulations to this year’s award 
winners for your amazing work! 

Golden Pen Handwriting Competition  Winners: KS4 Dylan   KS3 Letia 

Subject Student 
Art KS3 – Tia y7 (HG) 

KS4 – Dylan y11 (SPS) 

Cookery Melissa y14 (HG) 

  

Drama Gianluca (SPS) 

English Aleika y11(HG) 

  

Horticulture Dylan y11(SPS) 
  

Humanities Tom y14 (SPS) 

ICT Ahmed y13 (SPS) 
  

Maths James y11 (KM) 

  

Music Gianluca y(SPS) 

  

PE Aleika y11 (HG) 

  

Photography Tone y11 (SPS) 

Science Jack y10 (SPS) 

  

Mechanics Leon y11(KM) 

  



                                   YASSIM Y13 

The World’s Least Interesting Master Swords Man       
By Rokurou Akashi   
 

The story begins with the 
main character, Sansu Shirokiro, meeting god who then 
explains to Sansu how he died. 
Sansu is a hard working person who, at the beginning 
of the story, found training tedious. He then began to 
enjoy improving his skills and working on his weakness-
es. This character has a lot of self- control, both physi-
cally and mentally. 
One day, while walking in the woods, he found a crying 
baby alongside the body of a woman. His immortal 
master, instructed Sansu to raise the baby in society. 
The master recognizes that the child has special powers 
and abilities. At the same time, Sansu becomes the 
body guard of a very great lady. This lady and her fami-
ly help Sansu to raise the child. Many adventures follow 
this child as she grows up. 
The author perfectly describes the benefits of working 
hard and trying to improve your life. The characters are 
tenacious and loyal. 

SOUTHOVER BOOK REVIEW 

Yassim receives a £5 Amazon voucher for 
his book review. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rokurou-Akashi/e/B0833C8FS2/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1


SOUTHOVER PERSUASIVE WRITING  

  

Write a letter to your head teacher, arguing for or against the abolition 
of school uniform. 
 

Dear Mr Smith, 
I am writing to tell you about students’ feelings regarding school uniform. We think 
we should be allowed to wear our own clothes instead of our extremely uncomfort-
able uniform. It is good for people to be able to choose clothes that express their 
own individuality. 
The problem with the current uniform is the material it is made from which is thin 
and rough. This feeling of discomfort adds to stress levels. It makes us feel re-
stricted in our movements. In addition, the rules regarding school uniform are far 
too strict; it is absurd to give detention to a pupil who is missing an item from the 
uniform. Isn’t good behaviour more important than a perfect uniform? 

Furthermore, many students want to express their personality through their cloth-
ing. Who wants to wear uniform all day? School uniform is expensive and many 
parents struggle with the cost. If you insist on students wearing uniform then you 
should make it cheaper. 
Other countries allow students to wear what they want to school but in Britain you 
can only wear non-uniform once or twice a year. Students are more confident and 
happy when wearing their own choice of clothing. Nine out of 10 students at this 
school want school uniform abolished. 
In conclusion, pupils would be grateful if you changed the rules and agree to abol-
ish school uniform. Wearing such an uncomfortable uniform is unbearable. Allowing 
us to choose our own clothes would be greatly appreciated. 
 

                                                 Yours sincerely, 
                                                   Melissa. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Southover SHORT STORY COMPETITION 

The Backstreet 
 

 

It's cold with a sharp breeze the sombre clouds showering rain over the capital. You take a short 
cut and turn into a dark backstreet, passing a closely-knit group of shady figures. A multitude of 
odours circulate in the air, from the putrid smell of rotting food in overfilled bins mixed to the 
stale stench of urine. A mural of tags from the local gang displayed sprayed over the brick 
walls.  
 

A plague of needles carelessly tossed on the side of the path by the local drug users. 
The distant sounds of cars, sirens and civilisation, causing a feeling of solitude to hit as the 
sound gets fainter and fainter. There is a constant fear of being mugged every step you make 
further into the side street. Every now and then a rat darts erratically across your feet. The heat 
from the extractor fans blasting your face. Sharp shivers down your neck feeling like someone it 
following you. But you are alone. 
 

Birds flapping above you from gutter to gutter. Spattering rain starts to fall to the floor creating a 
mine field of puddles. An instant feeling of relief comes over you when you reach the other end.  
  

Jack Y10 

 

Write a description of a side street as suggested by this picture. 
OR: 
Write a story about something strange or unusual. 



THE SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY COMPETITION 

A Risky Decision  

  

It was an overcast, depressing, cloudy day with an unexpected torrential downpour of rain.  I had 
been out to go get some cleaning products when it suddenly started pouring and I had forgotten to 
bring my coat. I did not want to get soaked with rain, so I made the risky decision to take a short 
cut through a back street where I had heard there were gang members and a high risk of being 
stabbed. Thankfully the way was clear.  
 

 I walked into the shops and bought my cleaning products and bought some bits for lunch. By the 
time I was finished, it had stopped raining. Feeling more confident, I took the same route home. 
The streets were now busier and louder than before with a strong smell of car fumes polluting the 
entire city.  
 

As I walked back down the side street, I noted huge puddles of 
rain water that reflected graffiti from the white brick walls of the abandoned buildings. This was a 
deprived area of the city and I was cautious.  I looked around behind me and saw a few people 
calling and waving me over.   
I froze as I saw they were running towards me shouting.  
 

Running as fast as I could, I saw a knife fall on the floor just a few feet ahead....  
  

Gianluca Y13 

 

 

 

What have I done?   

‘What have I done?’ I whispered to myself, looking at the blood dripping 
down from my hands and onto my ripped jeans.  
 

I had been walking mindlessly for what felt like an eternity. I no longer recog-
nised where I was, so far from civilisation. The alleyway 
I now found myself in, was desolate. There were no signs of life, not even a sin-
gle bird in the sky. The derelict buildings behind me had been abandoned for what 
looked like at least a decade. The walls were a huge peeling mess of dull colour, ma-
cabre warnings written over them in dark red blood. Blood that matched the blood on 
my hands. I desperately needed to get out of here fast but I couldn't think straight.  
 

I stumbled across to a familiar looking door. In a state of bewilderment, I pushed 
open the door that was hanging on it hinges. As I entered, I instantly regretted my 
decision - confronted by a hanging body with a pool of blood at its feet.  
 

Screaming, I rushed out, losing consciousness until I woke up in the same 
place I had found myself in the alleyway, whispering to myself ‘what have I 
done?’ With blood dripping from my hands and onto my ripped jeans.        
  

Antonio Y11  
 



SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY COMPETITION 

Running, was all she could think to do at the time. She could decide to hide, but no, now she had to face the 
consequences of her decisions. Her heavy breathing almost drowned out sounds from behind her, the clat-
ters of rusted metal, the scrape of old parts coming lose and falling to the floor, the sound giving the effect 
of a fork scraping on a plate.  
 

Her feet hurt. She could run, but not like this. She had always been a bit on the larger side, but she didn't 
mind. She had always made sure to keep her weight under control so as to not limit her abilities, but her 
tail weighing her down was definitely a problem. As a Generation 7 Xenomorph, a tail and acid tubes on her 
back were just part of the life she had to deal with.   
 

The pain was partly due to the shape of the terrain. Thick metal slabs covered in dirt and grime, metal 
scraps, shards of debris and old ship parts covered the floor while wires and cables littered every grimy, 
dusty, burnt surface.  
 

Metal hands reached up to the sky, toward the garbage chutes from whenst they came. Molten met-
al was falling from the ceiling hundreds of meters above, heating up the path ahead. Sweat dripped off her 
face and body, falling onto the molten metal, sizzling and evaporating in a matter of moments. The sound 
from behind was deafening as the creature sent an old transporter hurling to the side as it barrelled through 
the old wreck.  
 

Her feet skipped skilfully across the scrap and debris; the soles of her feet hardened by the network of scars 
that had spread across their surface, the result of multiple deep cuts and gouges from running prac-
tice, which allowed her to easily hop across the metal parts. But as she ran, something wrapped around her 
leg, causing her to trip and land face first in the sharp scrap.  
 

Her mind went back to the time she had fell and impaled herself on a shard of scrap when she was 15. 
The shard had gone clean through her side and thigh, as a young Xeno', her blood had not become corrosive 
yet. She’d bled a mucky red-green blood which, while corrosive, was so slow that it would take days to dis-
solve the metal. She would have bled out by then, she was rescued by a bladed bore worm, a bio mechani-
cal robot worm that was metal, yet organic at the same time and was bred for drilling, its drill tentacles bore 
through the scrap and the shard. it carried her off back to her “home”. Her body was still scarred from 
the wounds to this day.  
 

The thought of that near death incident so long ago, pulled her back to reality. Acting quickly, she pulled up 
her arms to block her fall, landing hard on the flakes of metal and glass shards. Almost immediately, she 
planted her hands on the ground to push herself up, ignoring the pain caused by the bits of broken glass, no 
doubt coated with bacteria and working its way into her skin. She braced one leg in a coiled up position, the 
muscles in her thighs bunching up ready to spring herself back to her feet. Her claws dug into the dirt as she 
steadied herself, but as she leapt up she felt something catch hold of her leg, causing her to immediately fall 
again.  
 

Cursing under her breath, she spun around to see what had stopped her recovery, expecting it to be 
some debris, but instead she was shocked to see one of the metal hands wrapping itself tightly around her 
leg. Leaning forward, she tried to pry its fingers from her leg, but they kept tightening. She winced as they 
tightened further and began to draw blood as they broke through the skin and cause green blood to ooze 
out between its thin metal fingers.  
 

The pain was unbearable, but she pushed through the pain as she reached forward to press the 
hand even harder into her leg and cause acid blood to spurt out, covering the hand and melting it down. The 
second the hand's grip loosened, she was able to push up and free herself, only to find Biotech cables coiling 
to reach her ...  
 

Dylan Y10 

 



SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY COMPETITON 

The Alleyway 

 

As I turned into the forbidding alleyway, I could barely distinguish the ar-
ray of sinister graffiti images scattered across the walls. The moon light ob-
scured by an army of clouds. A faded illustration of the grim reaper, 
his scythe almost giving the impression of being able to reach out 
and accomplish my fate. The storm getting more ferocious by the sec-
ond. A gust of dust whipped across my face as I took two paces forward.  
 

My boots crunching on the gravel beneath my feet. I think I hear 
more steps. Steps that aren't mine. I stop. My head tells me to keep going 
but my gut feeling tells me to turn around. I decide to take no notice of 
the footsteps that have sparked an intense paranoia.  
 

A territorial caw of crows rattle above my head, sending shudders through 
my body. As I quickened my pace, I noticed a rat be-
side me, scuttling along the foreboding path. As I continued forward, my 
shadow appeared to take the shape of an unusual form.  
The path seemed like it was coming to its end, but I couldn't be too sure. I 
came to a stop.  
 

A blockade of bricks barricaded my exit. A militant shift and a crescent of 
light cast itself over the now luminous wall revealing the premonitory words 
" Game Over". I was paralyzed to the very place I was standing, the men-
acing aura holding me into an unbreakable grip.   
 

A sudden explosion of sound reverberated through me. As I went to call for 
help, terror sucked the very breath from my own mouth leaving me para-
lyzed. The light of the lustrous moon, extinguished in an instant. As I look 
down, I witness a pool of blood below me just as a gravitational force 
pulls me towards a white staircase.  
 

Adam Y11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY 

Multiverse City By George, Year 12  
It was here that everything changed forever… 

A trio of punks were doing their usual stupid stuff at a wax-figure museum of pop culture. 
Thomas, the eldest of the group, had already defaced a recreation of the boulder scene from In-
diana Jones; Jessica, the middle child, had dismembered a life-size replica of Thanos; and Con-
nor, the youngest, somehow activated a model of the DeLorean and caused it to crash into the 
TARDIS. They did what they did because they had nothing better to do. 

But it was when they got to the Star Trek area that things got a little weird… Jessica was 
about to lay waste to a replica of Captain Kirk, when she noticed a silver, glowing, strange cube 
thingy stuffed down the back of his trousers. Thomas was a Star Trek fanatic, so he knew that 
the device wasn’t from any of the movies or the show. 

Then, without warning, Connor popped up and pushed a button. With a loud bang, they 
vanished. 

The trio opened their eyes to a strange new world. The sky was changing colour so quick-
ly it could be considered a trigger for epilepsy. It was literally raining sideways, and the ground 
felt like a mixture of cloth and soggy bread. 

Jessica was trying to figure out what the hell was going on, when the sound of a giant 
sword being unsheathed caught the trio’s attention—they turned around to see Sephiroth from 
Final Fantasy VII staring them down like a character in a Stanley Kubrick film. Behind him stood 
Darth Vader, Count Olaf, a xenomorph and SCP-049. 

This quintet of creeps lunged at the trio, blades and claws raised above their horrific 
heads, when the sound of flames came crashing through the air—Daenerys Ta’gargaryen, riding 
on the back of a massive dragon, soared into the fray, with Super Mario, Peter Griffin, Doctor 
Who and Harry Potter behind her. This unlikely alliance jumped down and prepared for battle, 
with Mario giving Sephiroth a death glare that implied he still hadn’t forgiven him for what he did 
during the 2020 Game Awards. 

And with that the villains vanished, but not before cursing that they would return for the 
device that the trio behind the heroes had. 

Daenerys was the first to lay eyes on Thomas, Jessica and Connor, surprised that people 
from the real world had found a way into theirs. She explained that every book, every TV show, 
every videogame and every movie were stories sent from their world into ours. The villainous 
characters were tired of constantly having to watch themselves get defeated over and over 
again, so they had created a device that would allow them to invade and conquer the real 
world—the very same device that the trio had in their hands! 

Daenerys stated that she and the other heroes had to banish the device before any more 
harm could be done. She had nominated Katniss Everdeen to go to the real world and hide it, 
but at the cost of her never being able to return to their world. 

The trio, now knowing how dangerous the device was, promised that they would keep it 
in a more secure location than a wax figure museum. Thomas opted to take it with him so that 
no one could get to it ever again. 

They activated the device and returned home.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY COMPETITION 

The Village Idiom  

By Benjamin 6/07/21 

  

The town was busying with people and vehicles that were living in 
unison; you could hear the sirens from nearby police cars and ambulances which were rushing to save 
people from whatever dire situation they were in. It was hard to breathe as the pollution was suffocating 
anybody who dared to cross its poisonous path, while the cars kept feeding its insufferable desire for 
growth. You could hear the rain as it was pounding the roof of the nearby stores, only to also 
fall and crush the ground beneath. The sky was grey, and the sun was obfuscated by the imprisoning 
clouds. There was the mingled smells of the musty rain and the luxurious food from the local restaurant.  
  

Skewing away from the chaos of the main road was a dingy alleyway tightly crushed in between 
two colossal buildings; it was ice cold like the arctic and was a desolate desert. It reeked of urine and you 
could see countless piles of rubbish discarded and long forgotten, waiting to be put out of their misery. 
Amidst all the disgusting things in the alley, there was a tall woman talking on her phone, desperately try-
ing to shelter herself from the rain. Her shrill Scouse voice was shaky from the harsh coldness of the 
wind and her strawberry hair was soaked down to the scalp and the droplets of water from her 
hair blended with those of the rain. She exclaimed, “It’s raining cats and dogs”!  
  

Slowly, the angry rain miraculously began to calm; or rather change into something else, something -

soft. Bewildered by the gentle downfall of fur from the sky, the woman fell silent. There were sounds of 
concern coming from the speaker of the woman’s phone; you could hear faintly a person barking “Emily? 
Emily are you there?” before being abruptly hung up on. Emily, the woman in the alleyway, was perplexed 
but intrigued by this strange phenomenon. Upon reaching her hand out to snatch the fur from the air she 
could hear a tinny bell ringing from above before it slammed onto the ground causing it to loudly echo 
across the alleyway. Emily was startled by the sudden sound that had erupted from such a tiny object be-
fore jumping as she felt the paws of a cat clinging on to her leg. Confused about how the cat had gotten 
there, she went to check if it had a collar. Then there was a sudden thump as 
a proud Pomeranian abruptly landed on Emily’s back causing her to fall to the ground - by not only the im-
pact but the overwhelming amount of cuteness; one dog turned into many, then some swapped places 
with cats. While the many different breeds of dogs of different shapes and sizes were in a shambles as 
they tried to climb onto their feet, the cats who always landed perfectly, seized the rare opportunity to 
begin brawling with the dogs while they had the upper paw.  
  

Quickly recovering from the ground, Emily rushed to shelter underneath a doorway in fear as she contem-
plated what to do next. She decided to call back her friend to tell her what was going on, when her heart 
sank and she realised her phone was lying on the ground amidst the hundreds of cats and dogs now 
swarming as if they were bees in a hive. Emerging from the cluster of barking was the Pomeranian from 
earlier now bolting towards her, returning the phone to its rightful owner as if it was a stick in a game 
of fetch. With her phone safely back in her possession, Emily called her friend to attempt to explain 
what was happening. Trying to combat the noise of all the furry mammals, Emily screamed down the 
phone, “You won't believe what is happening. There are so many Pomeranians here! These dogs cost an 
arm and a leg!” 
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SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY COMPETITION 

Seemingly out of nowhere, a flock of people started to bombard Emily as they shoved several arms and 
legs in her face, desperately trying to buy as many cats and dogs as they could carry. Emily, starting to 
realise what was happening, decided to go out on a limb and accept these offers to not only get rid of the 
abnormal number of dogs but also to encourage the customers to stop bothering her, essentially killing 
two birds with one stone. As the endless line of customers emerged, Emily asked “Please can you stand 
where I can see you? I need to have eyes on the back of my head!”. Realising what she’d just said, Emily 
began to get a headache which she thought was related to the stress; until she realised, she could see be-
hind her without moving her head an inch. No matter which direction her head turned, the greedy eyes of 
the customers were always in her sight.  
  

Emily suddenly had a moment of epiphany about everything that was happening as it became as clear as 
day. Every idiom she had said was becoming a reality. As she stood back to analyse and absorb all the in-
formation about all the chaos that had ensued, she began to feel dizzy as she covered her ears in an at-
tempt to dissipate all the noise that was violently attacking her ear drums. Emily collapsed to the 
ground as she screamed “I’m losing my mind!”. A pink mass suddenly thrust itself out of her left ear barg-
ing past the hand that was blocking its path before slipping to ground and undulating its way slowly using 
its cerebellum to move whilst the brain stem dragged from behind it like a tail. Her zombified body slowly 
approached the brain trying to keep up with the brain as it slowly lost its motor functions. Upon overstep-
ping the threshold of the alleyway, Emily suddenly woke up on the pavement of the high street 
with mysterious people with radiation suits escorting her into a black van to be rushed to somewhere un-
known; she tried to speak but could not make out a single word and the only thing to be heard was the 
deafening noise of her ringing ears before losing consciousness once more.  
  

Suddenly, she abruptly wakes up in her bed the next morning in a cold sweat and with a pounding head-
ache, relived that it was all just a really bad dream. Emily then heads downstairs to grab some coffee and 
painkillers as well as to watch the morning news. Upon turning on the television, she drops her mug as the 
voice from the speaker reports...  
“Doctors and scientists have discovered large amounts of gamma radiation to be in the alleyway beside 
Locution Road. We will now speak with witnesses who claim to have seen weird events occurring in this 
area”.  
 No longer knowing what is real and what is not, Emily slowly trudges her way back to her bed; she mum-
bles to herself, “Someone’s surely pulling my leg”.  
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Deja Vu Alleyway by James y11 

  

The wintry day went by slower than a slug: the sorrowful sky's sullen face was depressed and grey; the 
weary wind was blowing weakly across the sunless land. Over time, the sky turned more ominous and dark 
as it began to look angrier. The wind blew harder and battled against the people aggressively as if it had 
been provoked. The sky released a torturous smell of salty and dirty rain, which bombarded my nose. The 
wind howled tumultuously as it blew with a powerful force.  
  

My name is Eva, and yesterday was a peculiar day. I wanted to arrive home early from school, so that my 
mum would not be worried; the shortest route to my house was an alleyway. As I walked across the road 
opposite the alleyway, the blue tie that dangled from my dull school uniform slow-danced with the wind. I 
saw crowds of people swarming the streets like flies. The bitter smell of petrol and diesel had attacked my 
senses.  
  

I had heard the irritating buzzing of the rapid cars that gave off blaring, beeping sounds. As I came to-
wards the alleyway, I saw some men with a toolbox (containing screwdrivers and wrenches) fixing a sign 
on a restaurant. I also saw a titanic white button with a digital pause symbol on the wall; when I entered 
the alleyway, the button changed into a digital play symbol. Suddenly, my body stood as still as a statue 
and every part of me was paralysed with confusion.  
  

With relief, I was able to move my body again; I had ignored what I saw and continued walking. I looked 
at my watch and the time was 3: 41 pm. The merciless smell of diarrhea, vinegar and rubbish had swal-
lowed the fresh smell of pure oxygen in the air. The humming sound of the busy streets was being 
drowned out by the aggressive silence.  
  

A sunny smile was creeping onto my face as I was coming to the end of the alleyway and could see my 
house. I checked the time again and the time was 3: 45 pm. In an instant, I had returned to the entrance 
of the alleyway where the men were working. However, I did not pay too much attention to the confusion 
that squeezed my heart because I was eager to get home on time.   
  

I checked my watch again and it was 3: 41 pm, the same time it was when I first entered the alleyway! I 
walked through the alleyway again with ease, knowing that I still had a lot of time to get home.  Suddenly, 
I saw my path intersecting with another diagonal path, which I had not seen before. When I reached half-
way through the alleyway I was ambushed by what seemed to be a reflection of myself.   
  

I stood with shock as I met my reflection. The same person looked back at me with the same face, except 
it was filled with more terror.  Then, her eyes were flooded with tears. She glared at me as if I was a mon-
ster who was about to eat her. I had reached out my hand to touch her and she reached out her hand to 
touch me.   
  

My hand went through hers; I could not believe my eyes. I started to walk to get past her, but as we both 
started to walk towards each other, we went through each other.  
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Deja Vu Alleyway continued 

 
I continued walking and had prayed that I would pass out of the alleyway this time and make it into my 
house, which was seen in front of me. However, the moment I put my foot outside the alleyway, I had re-
turned to the entrance again with the working men next to me.  
  

Frustration had started to well up inside of me like a volcanic eruption.  I had run through the alleyway as 
fast as I could, whilst my heart felt like it was about to jump out of my chest. Suddenly, another diagonal 
path appeared in front of me, which had added to the two paths from last time. As I continued to run, I 
saw another reflection of myself running down the third path which appeared.   
  

One of my reflection's body language was swallowed by rage and fury, which had pounded me with a jolt-
ing sensation. My reflection and I paused with surprise as we met each other. We observed each other 
with awe as astonishment had grabbed our spirits. All of a sudden, my reflection's face had become buried 
with intense wrath; she yanked me aggressively towards her.  
  

As I landed onto the floor, I turned around and my body was electrocuted with shock. My reflection, who 
threw me towards the ground had vanished into thin air. Then, I took off like a formula one racing car, as I 
sprinted rapidly towards the end of the alleyway and my house. With relief, I was seconds away from com-
ing out of the alleyway, but my relief was soon wiped away.   
  

Shockingly, I had appeared back to the entrance once again. The anger that had begun to build up had 
erupted out as it forced me to give off a blaring scream. The havoc on the streets was temporarily inter-
rupted; my scream had halted the workmen as if I was their ruler. In the process of condensing my rage, I 
noticed the toolbox that I initially saw next to the working men. I also noticed the digital button on the wall 
that turned into play and pause symbols, which I saw when I first entered the alleyway.  
  

I took a large wrench from the toolbox when the men were not looking and used it to smash the button. I 
ignored the sparks of electricity coming out of the button and sprinted towards the exit of the alleyway. I 
was calmed down with something contrary to my anticipation: the lack of the alternative paths that inter-
sected with my path, where I would repeatedly meet other versions of myself. The rage and confusion that 
had been sewn in my heart was removed as I had made it out of the alleyway and arrived outside my 
house.  
  

The moment I opened the door was when I thought all the chaos was over, but I was very wrong. Sud-
denly, the same button that had play and pause symbols appeared on the door. This time the button had 
turned into a rewind symbol and a mighty force had pulled me backwards, through the alleyway and 
across the busy street, until I landed back into my science classroom. I was never aware that life was so 
hard because I was not allowed to go home. It had looked like my science experiment had gone terribly 
wrong.   
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The Mysterious Girl Next Door by Elkie y8  - Extract from  a16 page story! 
 

I wake up to the sound of loud, scary voices.  Mum and dad are arguing again… I sigh 

and sit upright in my bed watching the stars and wondering if they’ll ever stop. 
I tiptoe down the stairs like I’m as light as air and put my ear to the living room door.  
 

‘’How dare you see someone behind my back Robert!’’ screamed my mum in anger.  
I’ve never heard my mum so angry before, it was very unsettling. 
 

‘’What do you expect Liz?! You always have something to have a go at me about! Robert you didn’t take the trash out, Robert stop 
watching the tv and help me in the kitchen. It’s all too much!’’ raged dad. 
 

‘’I can’t believe you’re leaving us for a 30 year old woman, you’re 50,you despicable man! What about our daughter, did you just 
simply forget you have one?!’’ shouted mum.  
 

‘’You know what? Get the hell out of my house Liz and take Amber with you.  My new girl Amy is moving in tomorrow. GET OUT! I 
PAY THE BILLS!’’ shouted my dad, like an angry beast. 
 

I could hear mum sobbing quietly like a little animal. Suddenly, I heard the door open slowly and I ran up the stairs like a bolt of 
lightning and jumped into my new bed. I just lay there pretending to sleep, holding back my tears.  Mum came into my room. 
 

‘’Amber, honey’’ said mum softly. 
 

I pretended to yawn.  ‘’Yes mum, it’s so late! What is it?’’ 
 

‘’We need to leave. Pack your stuff and wait for me in my car’’ asked mum shakily. 
 

I knew I couldn’t argue so I packed all my important stuff, my clothes, dvds, makeup and my stuffed toy, Bella. I held onto her 
tightly.  I walked slowly to mum’s old car and got into the front seat. About 10 minutes later mum appeared with her bags, put 
them in and started the engine. 
   
I must have fallen asleep in the car because when I woke up we were in a place I’ve never seen before. This place looked horrible. 
It had rubbish everywhere, it smelt like petrol and there wasn’t much green at all. A few minutes later we turned into a very weird 
looking street. All the houses were grotty and they didn't look well looked after. Mum drove our old car into a driveway.  
 

“Get your bags Amber, love’’  
 

‘’Ok mum’." I got my orange suitcase out and waited for mum to get her bags. We walked slowly up to a green door. The paint 
was all chipping off. Mum knocked gently on the door, waiting patiently for an answer. The door opened and creaked. A tall wom-
an stood in the doorway. She had jet black hair and amazing green eyes.  
 

‘’Hello, Liz’’ said the strange lady and held her arms out to my mum. She smiled at me kindly. ‘’Hello! You must be Amber’’ the 
pretty lady said happily.‘’Do come in.’’  
 

We walked into the house. The walls were painted a pale white colour and the paint was chipping off, just like the door and it 
smelt a bit stuffy. ‘’Do you girls want to head straight to bed?’’ asked the lady, whose name was Anna.  
 

I nodded and mum said ‘’I think so, it’s 1.00am.’’ 
 

‘’Ok, I’ll show you to your bedroom’’ said Anna. 
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This is the final newsletter of 2020/2021! In many 
ways the challenges since September have felt 
greater than the year before in outreach. I have 
been amazed by our students who have been re-
markably resilient, positive and hardworking in 
such bizarre circumstances. They have been utter-
ly fantastic!  
In the meantime, I have some thank yous.. 
First to our parents and carers, whether you have had your chil-
dren with us for a while or new to our outreach community, I ap-
preciate how supportive and positive you have been, it’s not been 
easy changing to how we continued the home learning, but you 
have adapted brilliantly as there have been so many changes. 
I would also like to thank all our lovely outreach teachers, TA’s 
and learning mentors working in homes, care homes, and schools 
for providing continued provison, gone through exams with our 
students and helped some students to transition to other schools 
which they will begin in September. Everyone has continued to 
work hard and do their best. 
Have a wonderful, restful summer and see you back in September! 
Best wishes 
Nia Wheatley 

Head of Outreach Services 
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